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It would be inappropriate to discuss the Administration's nonpro-
liferation policy without first noting that proliferation concerns are not
an invention of this Administration.

In 1946 a select committee of consultants submitted a report to a
committee appointed by the Secretary of State James Byrnes (the Secretary
of State's Committee on Atomic Energy). The Board of Consultants con-
sisted of:

Mr. David E. Lilienthal, Chairman of the Tennessee Valley Authority,
who acted as Chairman of the consulting Board.

Mr. Chester I. Barnard, President of the New Jersey Bell Telephone
Company.

Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer of the California Institute of Technology
and the University of California.

Dr. Charles Allen Thomas, Vice President and Technical Director,
Monsanto Chemical Company, and

Mr. Harry A. Winne, Vice President in charge of Engineering Policy,
General Electric Company.

The Board of Consultants had been formed to provide the United States
Representative to the Unitjd Nations the relevant facts and to formulate
proposals for the upcoming discussions on the creation of an international
commission to consider the "problems arising as to the control of atomic
energy... ." The Secretary of State's Committee was made up of Dean Acheson
(Chairman), Vannevar Bush, James B. Conant, Leslie R. Groves (Major General,
U.S.A.), and John J. McCloy. The basic subject was "controls and safe-
guards," and the basic idea was "nonproliferation of weapons -- proliferation
of the benefits of the atom."

Those committees concurred in the recommendation that all work done
in the development of the nuclear option be done under the direction of



an International Atomic Energy Agency Development Authority. The Agency
would have authority over all aspects of development from mining to
disposal and would license specific national undertakings. Of interest
to us today is the development of a logic that rejected simple inspection
as a viable control mechanism but found acceptable multinational coopera-
tive efforts with Agency inspection.

In April of this year, President Carter, in two presentations,
stated the direction of his nonproliferation policy. The April 7th and
April 20th statements were the opening remarks in a debate that has only
just begun. Let me abstract the central theme of the debate as follows:

• There is no dilemma today more difficult to resolve than
that connected with nuclear power. The benefits of nuclear
power are very real and practical, but a serious risk
accompanies worldwide use of nuclear power.

• We think the dilemma requires:

- A major change in U.S. domestic nuclear energy policies
and programs (THE SIGNAL).

- A concerted effort among all nations to find better
answers to the problems and risks accompanying the
increased use of nuclear power (THE PROBLEM).

• Changes in domestic policy:

- Defer commercial reprocessing

- Restructure breeder program

- Alternate designs of plutonium breeder
- Defer breeder commercialization date

- Redirect U.S. nuclear research

- Alternative fuel cycles
- Reduced access to weapons materials

- Increase enrichment capacity

- Domestic use
- Foreign use

- Legislation to permit

- Foreign fuel supply
- Guarantees of supply



• Changes in foreign policy:

- Embargo of equipment and technology

- For enrichment
- Chemical reprocessing

- Undertake international studies

- International fuel cycle evaluation program
- Alternate fuel cycles

- Ensure international fuel supplies
- Ensure international spent fuel storage

The thrust of this program was a fear that we were about to enter
a period of international nuclear expansion that would make plutonium
available as a marketable commodity. Let me present some data that
clarify the problem (Table 1 and Figs. 1 and 2).

Table 1 is a conservative estimate prepared by the IAEA" and pre-
sented at the recent Salzburg conference. I quote it as a conservative
forecast as it reflects a range of nuclear generating capacity that is
about 50% lower than numbers presented as late as 1975 and generally
reflects the back-pressure and lack of progress the nuclear option has
made.

A representation of the transitional information from a discussion
of power generation to one of weapons potential is as follows: For light-
water reactors, 1 GW-year = 200 kg Pu; 200 kg Pu = 20 units. For sim-
plicity, the total plutonium production is represented as available,
whereas, in reality, it will all be used in fuel recycle—its most valuable
use.

Figure 1 is a graph of the information presented in Table 1, and the
purpose of the graph is shown by adding a right-hand ordinate shown in
Fig. 2 which indicates the weapons potential of the nuclear generating
option.

Figure 2 shows the potential that concerns the Administration—it is
not a projection of what will happen.

There has been little clarification of the present policy in the
past few months. The comments by the technical community, both national
and international, have a common thread. There is general agreement
that there is a problem; it has existed for 30 years. The logic of what
was indicated as directions of a solution has been seriously questioned.
I have grouped what I hear into seven basic reactions to the Administration's
policy:



Table 1. IAEA Estimates of Nuclear Electrical Generation

and Reprocessing Requirements

Low

High

Nuclear
power
(GW)

139

150

1980

Reprocessing
(kilotons)

2.5

2.7

Nuclear
power
(GW)

310

415

1985

Reprocessing
(kilotons)

5.6

7.5

Nuclear
power
(GW)

520

740

1990

Reprocessing
(kilotons)

9.3

13.0

Nuclear
power
(GW)

1000

1900

2000

Reprocessing
(kilotons)

18

34

CMEA* 30

*Council for Mutual Economic Assistance - Planned Economies.

3
Reprocessing in kilotons = 10 tons heavy metal.
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• Nonpro1 iferation is an international issue--the
issue was joined with unilateral domestic steps
which clouded the probabilities of international
cooperation.

• T?ie stated basis for reappraisal is an adequate
fuel supply to allow the time for reappraisal--a
debatable national question, an improbable inter-
national assessment.

• No criteria to define the term "nonproliferation
or proliferation resistant" have been offered.
The direction of national and international efforts
has been deemed unacceptable, but the architecture
of an acceptable solution is left to conjecture.

• The nuclear energy option, which had a viability
measured in tens of decades, has been reduced to a
viability measured in tens of years.

• Without a strong nuclear energy option, individual
national vulnerability to manipulation or coercion
is increased. In addition, the net flow of inter-
national capital cannot continue in its present mode
without serious results.

• Little information exists which indicates that a
reappraisal of the directions of nuclear power
development will create avenues that are signifi-
cantly different from past national and inter-
national appraisals. What may develop is the
cost in time, dollars, and manpower to achieve a
second-choice system.

• The United States may have initiated a policy which
serves to isolate it from the world nuclear community.
That isolation may reduce this country's effectiveness
in negotiating solutions to the proliferation problem.

I have arrived at a conclusion that I will share; it may reflect my
general optimism--it may also be wrong.

I believe that the present Administration's policy is a negotiating
position. The true direction is a strengthened international control
organization, probably IAEA, which we will agree to when other nations
suggest it as an institutional solution to nonprol^ferntion.

It is through the multinational control vehicle that effective
institutional control can be established. /
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